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Abstract.The paper presents problems related to the twisting moment of the slipper. 

The load of the slipper and the piston has been presented and the complex formula of 

twisting moment of the slipper has been established. Achieved results has been 

presented graphically. The conducted research has indicated that the value of the 

twisting moment relays on both the exploitation and geometrical parameters. 
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1 Introduction 

Axial piston pumps have many applications in different industrial hydraulic systems and 

can be used at the highest pressures and powers. Axial piston pumps are expensive, but 

provide exceptional performance and high efficiencies. The reliability and durability of an 

axial piston pump depends significantly on the condition of hydrostatic supports. 

Hydrostatic slipper of an axial piston pump is of relatively small size and transfers large 

loads in tough conditions. The swash plate is inclined at a certain angle with respect to the 

axis of piston symmetry. Because the piston load is located off the axis, the presence of 

friction and inertia forces can turn the slipper over.   

 A satisfactory scientific mathematical model of the whole process of designing 

hydrostatic slippers has been missed so far. Pump manufacturers must therefore rely on 

laborious and time-consuming empirical studies [1, 2]. The increasing demand for new 

types of pumps and for improving their performance necessitates developing universal and 

reliable constructions of high efficiency. 

2 The piston load model 

During normal operation of a piston-cylinder unit in a swash-plate axial piston pump, the 

hydrostatic slipper is loaded by the radial force coming from a discharge pressure (fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Force distribution in a piston-cylinder unit 

 The radial force FR results in inclined position of the piston and therefore results in 

reactions RA and RB of large value [3]. As an effect, friction force FT occurs. This friction 

force was obtained from [4, 5]: 

 ( )T A BF R R   (1) 

where μ - friction coefficient between the piston and the cylinder. 

 In calculation model there have been assumed the following forces:  force Fp coming 

from the discharge pressure, dynamic force Fa that occurs as a result of velocity changes of 

a reciprocating piston unit, centrifugal inertia force Fcoming from rotation of the piston 

unit round the rotor axis, spring force Fspr pushing the piston unit to the swash plate, force 

Fs pressing the slipper against the swash plate, friction forces between the piston and the 

RA and RB  and friction force FTS between the slipper and the swash plate. Reactions RA 

and RB were assumed as passive forces.  

3 Hydrostatic relief of the slipper 

The slipper performs the task of transferring all the axial forces acting upon the piston 

system, and it is desirable to minimize energy losses and wear-out, and to maximize 

reliability within the full range of the piston pump reliability [6, 7]. The slipper surface can 

have various shapes [8]. Regardless of the shape, there should be a central neck connecting 

the slipper with the piston pressure chamber.  

 Standard hydrostatic slipper (Fig. 2) has an internal and external radius. The geometrical 

parameters of the hydrostatic slipper should be selected in such a way that the load carrying 

force resulting from the hydrostatic pressure field takes over 90÷95% of the normal load [8] 

and the hydrodynamic force takes over the other 5÷10% of the load. In the derivation of the 

formula for the pressure change on the slipper sealing surface it is assumed that the mating 

surfaces are ideally smooth, the flow is laminar and isothermal. The pressure in a typical 

hydrostatic slipper can be described by the following formula: 
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where: 

p, p0 - the pressure along the slipper radius and in the slipper chamber, respectively, 

r2, r, r1 - the external, current and internal radius of the slipper, respectively.  

 The repulsive force of a typical hydrostatic slipper is [9]: 
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The slipper construction affects power losses. The total power loss consists of the power 

lost due to leakage and friction loss. The gap height hs (Fig. 2) is of the greatest importance. 

With the increase in hs the mechanical losses decrease, the volumetric losses, however, 

dramatically increase. Mechanical losses can be reduced by reducing the surfaces 

surrounding the gap. Another way to reduce mechanical losses is to use slippers with 

additional bearing surfaces [10], that enable significant hydrodynamic effects on a flat 

surface.   

 

Fig. 2. Hydrostatic relief of the slipper 

 It is difficult to design an axial piston pump of variable yield, in which it is necessary to 

transfer variable loads, resulting from the changes in the inclination angle a of the swash 

plate. 

4 Simulation of a slipper’s load 

During operation the slipper is under the effect of twisting moment, which is trying to turn 

the slipper over. 

 



 

Fig. 3. Forces acting on the slipper  

 Fig 3 presents friction force FTS between the slipper and the swash plate and the 

centrifugal inertia force Fωs acting upon the slipper. The friction force is obtained by 

multiplication of pressing force (difference between the normal force Fs and the relief force 

Fo of the slipper) and the friction coefficient µs: 
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where Cp - the pressure drop between the cylinder and the slipper chamber. 

 Centrifugal inertia force can be obtained from: 
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 The resultant force acting upon the slipper was obtained as a geometrical sum of the 

projections of the component forces in the set of coordinates xy: 

 2 2
WX WYWF F F   (6) 

 After substituting and bringing inertia force onto the plane on which the slipper and the 

swash plate mate: 
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where ls - the distance between the coupling centre and the mating surface, lsc - the 

distance between the gravity centre and the mating surface. 

 The slipper’s twisting moment is as follows: 

 WssM l F   (8) 

 Applying formula 8 an influence of discharge pressure, friction coefficient between the 

slipper and the swash plate, mass of the slipper and the angular velocity, on value of the 



twisting moment Ms of the slipper were analysed. The following initial data were assumed 

in the computations: 

 discharge pressure pt = p1 = 32 MPa, 

 friction coefficient µs = 0.003 [11], 

 friction coefficient µT = 0.1 [6], 

 piston diameter d = 0.015 m, 

 mass of the slipper ms = 0.025 kg, 

 mass of the slipper and the piston mc = 0.07 kg, 

 spring force Fspr= 75 N, 

 angular velocity ω = 150 rad/s, 

 the pressure drop of 10% between the cylinder and the slipper operating → Cp = 0.9 [8], 

 the value of reaction RA and RB depends on the cylinder block rotation angle φ [12]. 

The achieved results are shown in Fig. 4. The conducted analyses has shown that the 

angular velocity ω of the cylinder block has the highest influence on value of the twisting 

moment Ms of the slipper. With the increase of the angular velocity, the twisting moment 

increases. Significant impact on twisting moment has the slipper mass. If the slipper mass is 

higher, the twisting moment is higher too. Furthermore, friction coefficient between the 

slipper and the swash plate and the discharge pressure has smaller influence on the twisting 

moment of the slipper. 

 
 

Fig. 4. Twisting moment Ms of the slipper in the pressure zone depending on: a) discharge pressure, 

b) friction coefficient between the slipper and the swash plate, c) mass of the slipper, d) angular 

velocity of the cylinder block 



 Twisting moment Ms has negative influence on the operation of axial piston pumps, and 

deteriorates the mating conditions of the slipper and the swash plate. The conducted 

research has shown that the twisting moment tends to turn the slipper over.  

Fig. 5 presents an example of damages on the slipper surface because the oil film between 

the slipper and the swash plate has disappeared. The pump was turn on periodically. The 

reason of this destruction is the wrong installation of the pump, with leak drain channel on 

the wrong side of the pump. Each time the pump was turn on, especially after longer period 

of being switched off, the pump worked dry, and the twisting moment turned over all 

slippers, pressing them onto the swash plate. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Hydrostatic slippers of an axial piston pump destroyed due to metal contact with a swash plate 

surface 

Conclusions 

The hydrostatic slipper of pistons machines transfers large loads and is loaded by the 

twisting moment of significant value. The angular speed of the cylinder block has the 

highest influence on the value of the twisting moment of the slipper. Apart from this, 

significant influence on the value of the twisting moment have friction coefficient between 

the slipper and the swash-plate, mass of the slipper and the discharge pressure. Another 

design parameters like mass of a piston unit and spring force, as well as exploitation 

parameters like the inclination angle of a swash plate and friction force between piston and 

the cylinder have small influence on the value of the twisting moment of the slipper. 
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